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A quick recap of previous
comments on publishing
•
•
•
•

It’s your only portable currency
Key prerequisite for getting a job
Main factor in promotion and tenure decisions
Misc. other things we’ve discussed:
– Write PhD papers sequentially and submit as they are finished (so
simple yet so seldom done)
– Consider writing a review paper as part of your set of PhD papers
(can yield very high citation stats)
– Publish in the best journals possible where work will be
recognized and read
– Develop a PhD brand identity
– Do comment/reply on something recently published
– Be careful about special issues

Outline for this talk
•
•
•
•

How journals work
Paper writing 101
Reviews and reviewing
Wrap-up

How Journals
Work

How journals work
a few of the ones that I’ve had experience with

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hydrological Processes
Water Resources Research
Journal of Hydrology
Hydrology and Earth System Science
ASCE Journal of Hydrologic Engineering
Hydrological Sciences Journal
Ecohydrology

ISI Web of Knowledge
Journal Citation Index
10 Sept. 2008
• ~60 journals on the list
• Statistics
–
–
–
–

Impact factor
Immediacy Index
Articles published per year
Half-life

• How to view these stats
– Exact numbers not so important
– They change!
– Top quartile important

• Key factoids for a P&T dossier:
– JoH top impact factor in Civil engineering grouping
– Etc (know these for your P&T dossier!)

Top 10 info
Journal
• Water Research
• HESS
• Journal of Hydrology
• Water Resources Research
• J Contam. Hydrol.
• Adv. Water Resources
• Hydrological Proc.
• Irrig. Sci.
• Env. Toxicology
• Hydrol. Sci. J.

Impact factor
• 3.427
• 2.270
• 2.161
• 2.154
• 1.852
• 1.817
• 1.798
• 1.797
• 1.728
• 1.604

Half-life
• 6.9
• 4.7
• 8.1
• >10.0
• 7.0
• 5.6
• 6.1
• 9.5
• 5.4
• 6.5

Journal Organizational
Structure
e.g. Journal of Hydrology, pre-Jan 2008
• The publisher
– This person’s role and power
– Their objectives, their worries, $$$$$$$

• Journal Editors
– How they are appointed
– What power do they have
– Their concerns: Wait times! Impact Factor

• Associate Editors
– How reviews are managed

• How it’s all coordinated
– Meetings to discuss progress

• A note on “the old days” when Nash was Editor

Typical Time-Line After
Submittal
very different for open source journals!

Review by Journal

0

Revision and Re-review

Acceptance

Actual Printing

2 years

Modified after Don Siegel

Types of papers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review papers
Regular submissions
Data notes
Invited Commentary
Comment/Reply
Technical Note
Letters

What you are striving for
sadly, most papers are not even cited!

The facts
• Most papers are never cited!
– A good paper in hydrology is cited 25 times
– A great paper is cited 50 times
– A benchmark paper is cited 100+ times

• Why are papers not cited?
–
–
–
–

Not well written
Weak science
Message not clear
Conclusions not supported by evidence

• In this electronic age, title now more important!
– Check out the most-downloaded papers at HP and JoH

A success story
Keith Beven, Lancaster Univ

• Why is he the world’s most cited
hydrologist?
– when there are so many other brilliant
hydrologists out there?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Writing clarity (and very compelling)
Knows literature better than anyone
Writing theme(s) and core area
Uncanny knack to read where the field is headed
Pushes the field in new directions
Intellectual trailblazer

Citation stats of Benchmark Papers

H-Index

From The Scopus Team [ScopusTeam@mail.elsevier-alerts.com]

How to write a
paper

A scientific paper tells a
story!!
• You need a problem or
something to catch the
reader’s attention
• You need a plot
• You need resolution of the
problem at the end of the
story.
From Don Siegel

A topdown approach
• Start with a story board approach much like a Hollywood
writer would pitch a movie script to a director/producer
• Develop an outline with headings and subheadings
• Iterate on this many times, adding sub-sub-headings
• Identify key figures to tell the story
• Fill in the outline further
• Make writing assignments to co-authors
– A divide and conquer approach

• Do not start any writing until
– the outline is rock-solid,
– figures are made
– Subheadings = paragraph topics

An example
Round 1
Round 1
• Title
• Abstract
• Introduction
• Study Site
• Methods
• Results
• Discussion
• Conclusions
• References

Round 2: Introduction
•
•
•
•
•

•

Importance of MRT
Inability to measure
Few studies to date (cite large
and small rivers)
New discoveries in MRT: L/G,
soil controls as per Aberdeen
workshop
The Vitvar el al . technique
–
Untested
–
But if it could work…..
Objectives
–
Test recession analysis vs
MRT
•
Advantage of HJA
multiple MRT, common
soil char, extreme
seasonality

Top-down approach
• Iterate on the headings and subheadings (Rounds 3-….)
• Iterate on many alternative title alternatives
• Figures
– HJA location
– Shank map analysis
– MRT bar chart
– Flow hydrograph with fit
– Soil depth vs MRT-derived flow volumes
• Tables
– Vitvar method catchment stats:
– Sensitivity analysis numbers
– Soil depth stuff?

Knowing the literature
• Critical for framing your study in the first place!
• Valuable for Introduction and building to your
objectives
• Essential for validating your questions
– That no one else has already done this!
– That these are the obvious “next step” questions to be
addressed

• Important for Discussion—to define the
relevance of your study vis-à-vis other
work
– How did you add incrementally to
new knowledge

A tightly coupled paper “success”
loop

Ability to put finger on the
pulse of what’s needed

Encyclopedic knowledge
of the literature

High citation stats

Paper focused on central theme

Attributes of the best papers
• Resolve a controversy
• Separate Results and Discussion sections
• Discussion with sub-headings as
questions
• Introduction builds to central questions
• All roads lead to central question
• Hypotheses/research questions crystal
clear and results flow from these
questions

Paper structure and relative
level of writing difficulty
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Title (difficult)
Abstract (difficult)
Introduction (Most difficult)
Study Area or Background (easy)
Methods (easy)
Results (easy—just the facts)
Discussion (Second-most difficult)
Conclusions (easy)
From Don Siegel

The Introduction
Explains the problem..
• Needs a “snappy” lead sentence to catch the
reader’s attention. Runoff processes on tile
drained fields are poorly known.
• Need to state up front what is the status quo, then
what’s wrong with the status quo and then how
your questions posed are the obvious way
forward to go beyond the status quo
• Another way is to think of defining what we
know, what we think we know, what we need to
know.
From Don Siegel

Introduction ‘cont
•
•
•
•

Very important to tie to the literature
Use past studies as set-up for your work
Objectives must flow from the set-up
Reader must believe that these are THE
obvious questions to ask for this point in
time for the sub-discipline

Introduction
…as an inverted pyramid
Status Quo
What’s wrong with the
status quo
# of references
increases

Very general
References

Why this is a problem
How you intend to fix it
Specific Objectives

Very specific
references

Familiarity with literature

The reading-publishing connection
The R2 is 0.99!

Ease and speed of writing
Impact of paper published
Citeability

Discussion
• Presents the “WHY” and “HOW” of the
story
• Includes how work agrees (or disagrees)
with work of others.
• Easiest if structured around questions (as
sub-headings)
• Good examples
– Anderson et al 1997 WRR
From Don Siegel

A bit on writing style
• Write in the active tense instead of passive tense:
“We collected samples of blah...” instead of
“Samples of blah were collected...”
• Avoid all jargon if at all possible. Never assume
the reader knows any jargon.
• Write in simple sentences
• Subject and verb up-front in all sentences
• You can use personal pronouns: “We sampled…”

From Don Siegel

Typical Paper Writing Timeline
Submittal
Picky Details

quisition

-revision, revision, revision

Data Ac

Progress

First Draft

Modified after Don Siegel

Initiation of Research

Startup

Time

Reviews and
reviewing

From Don Siegel

The Reviewer
• A busy scientist with too many
demands on her/his time.
• Will compare yours with the 2
or 3 others that they are
currently reviewing
• Will read it in 60 min or less
• Will compose her review in less
than 30 min
Therefore, the paper must be extraordinarily well written

The Editor
• Will always side with
the most critical review
• Risk intolerant
• Overwhelmed with
papers
– E.g. WRR 900+
submissions per year
back when I was AE

What reviewers are asked
Referee reports
• Is original
• Is methodologically sound
• Follows appropriate ethical guidelines
• Has results which are clearly presented and
support the conclusions
• Correctly references previous relevant work
Need to:
• Anticipate review issues before submission
• Sometime finesse review comments

Responding to reviews
• At best, minor revision required (rare)
• Usually, more major revision
– Sometimes a re-review, sometimes a then rejection
– Don’t give up!

• Sometimes outright rejection
– Don’t give up!

• Write a polite, appreciative letter back to the editor
outlining the changes made
– Don’t give up

• Speed and detail in responding to review comments
directly proportional to ultimate acceptance
– Don’t give up

Did I mention?

•Don’t give up!
– Do not give up if rejected!!!!
• The Beven and Kirkby paper was rejected from
JoH in 1978 as being “only of local interest”!
• HSJ was the outlet for the rejected paper
• Now one of the most cited papers of all
time in catchment hydrology

What an Editor might say
EDITOR'S REPORT
4Major revision requested following reviewers' recommendations, with
subsequent re-evaluation by reviewer #1
This manuscript contains some interesting material, but it should be considerably
revised and fully rewritten before being acceptable for publication in this journal
In terms of editorial point of view, it suffers of the fact that it is by far too long with
respect to its scientific interest and should be restructured as a short technical note.
In terms of scientific point of view, the great weakness of the study is the lack of
reliable alternative measurement of soil moisture. Due to the lack of information
concerning calibration and resolution of the fairly confidential "Aqua-pro" system (I
was unable to find any information on this device) and to the lack of absolute value of
soil water content (no one with a background in soil physics would relate on "profile
average soil moisture" higher that 50%..) results given in this manuscript are purely
descriptive. Furthermore the discussion concerning the effect of measurement
frequency on depth resolution is far from being convincing.
Besides those two basic problems, both reviewers did a set of very thorough
comments to help authors to improve their publication. I hope they will be
in measure to resubmit accordingly.
…………and two more pages……….

What you will be asked
Dear Dr. McDonnell,
I am writing with regard to the review of Mean recharge times and chemical modelling for transfers
of mineral and Thermal multi-layered aquifers (Montrond-les-bains, Eastern Massif Central,
France) (Dr ch renac). You agreed to review this article on .
I appreciate that your workload may not have enabled you to give this manuscript your
consideration, but we would be grateful if you could let us know whether you could read this article
and perhaps return a review in the near future. Critical refereeing is vital for ensuring the quality of
the articles that we publish, and your input to this end would be gratefully received; we appreciate
the work that the reviewers conduct for the journal.
Therefore I would be grateful if you would submit your review as soon as possible at
http://ees.elsevier.com/hydrol/.
Your username is: JMCDONNELL
Your password is: jmcdonnell
With kind regards,
Dr. P. Bhattacharya
Associate Editor
Journal of Hydrology

The Galley Proofs
answering their questions

The Galley Proofs
checking your words: critical!

How I review a paper
•
•
•
•

Read it with a pencil in my hand
Circle sections where comments are needed
Number sequentially each section
Following reading (same day!), go back to numbered areas and writeup comments
– Spelling/grammar
– Substantive
– General

•

Review has a beginning paragraph that starts with praiseworthy
aspects of paper then segues with a “these favorable comments
nothwithstanding”…
– Then bullets with page/line numbers

•
•

Summary paragraph ending with proposed fate of paper
First WRR review took me >8 hr

Wrap-up

Why we publish
• You want to write a paper that is cited
• You want your ideas to influence others
• The very best papers impact other fields
(but this is very rare)
• To do this:
– Publish in the best possible journal
– Write a paper that will set the
world on fire
– Do not give up if rejected!!!!

On co-authorship
• Always err on the side of inclusiveness rather
than exclusiveness
• Remember the AGU motto
• Person taking the lead on writing usually goes
first
• Student usually first
• Number of authors on the paper inversely
proportional to the workload of the senior author

Other questions you may have
• How to decide on appropriate # of
publishabkle units
• Two part papers?
• Special issues?
• Self citation (see commentary by Mary
Anderson in Groundwater)
• How much reviewing should you do
– 3 reviews for every paper you publish

• Other?

Conclusions
• Publishing
– It is an obligation to your science
– It is an obligation to your funder
– If English is your first language, then you are very lucky
indeed—you have no excuses

• Follow the topdown formula and it will make
life much easier
• Practice helps a lot (your 3rd paper from your
PhD thesis always has less redmarks than the
first)
• Write when you feel inspired—don’t
force it.
– Try a daily early morning writing hour

